
PARKS MAINTENANCE WORKER (Part-time) 

General Statement of Duties 

Under limited supervision, acts as a maintenance worker for all parks manual labor tasks and duties. 

Performs duties related to manual labor functions for park grounds and facilities including but not 

limited to lawns, athletic facilities, foot paths, trails, common areas, park buildings, utilities, etc. 

Distinguishing Features of the Class 
 

Employees must be dependable, responsible individuals.  Position works indoors and outdoors in 
varying climates to include cold and hot weather.  Hours include nights and weekends. 
 

Duties and Responsibilities 

Essential Duties and Tasks 

 Checks parks for site safety and safety of play equipment in order to identify any needed 

repairs from use or vandalism. 

 Participates directly in all manual labor functions engaged in park maintenance, grounds 

keeping, etc. 

 Prepares athletic facilities for activities and use as required and directed. 

 Assists in moving of supplies, materials and equipment to all work areas. 

 Cleans any and all park facilities, including restrooms, buildings, equipment and athletic 

areas within City Parks. 

 Operates equipment and tools as required in all assigned duties and functions. 

 Participates in the proper application of chemicals such as pesticides, fertilizers and other 

hazardous chemicals as directed by certified personnel. 

 Completes park maintenance time sheets, logs and records as required. 

 May inform the general public in the proper usage of park facilities in order to correct and 

improve appearance and reduce trash or abuse. 

 Performs duties related to minor repairs of park facilities such as painting, fencing, doors, 

locks, plumbing, electrical, etc. 

 Mows, trims and maintains lawns and park paths and trails. 

 Performs minor maintenance on equipment as directed by supervisor. 

 Maintains clean restrooms and buildings. 

 Prepares and maintains athletic facilities and ball fields per specifications and as directed. 

 Operates machinery as required to move objects, trim grass, move soil or spread materials. 

 Services and empties trash containers and inserts trash bags as required. 

 May assist in preparation for special events as scheduled including setups, closings and other 

required manual labor duties. 

 Performs other related duties and functions as assigned. 

Recruitment and Selection Guidelines 

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 

 Knowledge of the methods, tools, and equipment utilized in parks and grounds 

maintenance. 



 Skill in the operation of assigned equipment and tools, tractor, riding mowers, drag 

and line attachments, etc. 

 Ability to communicate effectively in oral and written forms. 

 Ability to read and comprehend simple instructions, short correspondence, and 

memos. 

 Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with part time 

workers, co-workers, supervisor, and citizens involved in use of parks, athletic fields 

and recreational activities. 

Physical Requirements 

 Must be able to physically perform the basic life operational functions of climbing, 

balancing, stooping, kneeling, standing, crouching, crawling, reaching, walking, pushing, 

pulling, lifting, grasping, talking, hearing, and repetitive motions. 

 Must be able to perform very heavy work exerting in excess of 100 pounds of force 

occasionally, and/or in excess of 50 pounds of fore frequently, and/or in excess of 20 pounds 

of force constantly to move objects. 

 Must possess the visual acuity to operate tools, equipment and motor vehicles, to prepare 

written records, and to conduct visual inspections. 

Environmental Factors  

While performing the duties of this job, the employee regularly works in outside weather conditions 

and is regularly exposed to extreme cold and extreme heat. The employee is occasionally exposed to 

fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals and vibration. 

Desirable Education and Experience 

Graduation from high school and related experience supplemented by training in skilled trades in 

building and grounds maintenance; or an equivalent combinations of education and experience. 

Special Requirement 

Possession of a valid North Carolina Driver’s license. 


